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We present a method to experimentally realize large-scale permutation-symmetric Hamiltonians for
continuous-time quantum protocols such as quantum walks and adiabatic quantum computation. In particular,
the method can be used to perform an encoded continuous-time quantum search on a hypercube graph with 2n

vertices encoded into 2n qubits. We provide details for a realistically achievable implementation in Rydberg
atomic systems. Although the method is perturbative, the realization is always achieved at second order in
perturbation theory, regardless of the size of the mapped system. This highly efficient mapping provides a
natural set of problems which are tractable both numerically and analytically, thereby providing a powerful tool
for benchmarking quantum hardware and experimentally investigating the physics of continuous-time quantum
protocols.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing based on continuous-time evolution
rather than discrete gate operations offers a promising route
for practical near-term quantum computing. This approach
has a wide variety of natural applications including in finance
[1–3], aerospace [4], machine learning [5–7], theoretical com-
puter science [8], mathematics [9,10], decoding of commu-
nications [11], and computational biology [12]. Moreover,
experimental quantum annealing has proven highly successful
recently [13–17].

While continuous-time quantum computing shows great
promise, there are few known methods to experimentally
implement test problems that can be used to prove the perfor-
mance of hardware. For quantum computing based on discrete
gates, solving unstructured search by Grover’s algorithm [18]
provides a quadratic speedup over any classical algorithm, the
best possible speedup as proven by Bennett et al. [19]. There
are continuous-time variants of quantum search algorithms
which can obtain the same optimal speedup for both adiabatic
quantum computation [20,21] and continuous-time quantum
walks [22]. It has recently been shown that these are the two
extremes of a continuum of protocols that all achieve the
optimal quantum speedup [23].

Continuous-time search algorithms are not easy to ex-
perimentally implement when encoded into qubits. In con-
trast, Grover’s original algorithm can be efficiently decom-
posed into quantum gates [24]. A naive decomposition of the
continuous-time search problem yields exponentially many
terms coupling all possible subsets of qubits. To date, the
largest qubit-encoded continuous-time quantum walks have
been performed on two qubits [25,26]; neither implemented
a search algorithm. Larger encoded discrete-time quantum
walks and quantum searches have been experimentally real-
ized [27,28], and alternative encodings have been explored in
[29,30].

Because of the difficulty of implementing qubit-encoded
continuous-time quantum search algorithms, this has been
considered a toy problem: useful as a theoretical tool, but

not practical experimentally. The search Hamiltonian can
always be represented in a permutation-symmetric basis, by
transforming the marked state to either the |0000 . . .〉 or
|11111 . . .〉 state, although it is not permutation symmetric
in any other basis. However, for the purposes of this pa-
per, we are interested in the dynamics of quantum searches,
which remain invariant under basis transforms, so we can
consider the search problem in the symmetric basis without
loss of generality. Permutation-symmetric problems have a
Hamiltonian of the form Hprob = ∑

j f [| j|]| j〉〈 j|, where f
is an arbitrary real-valued function and | j| is the Hamming
weight (number of ones in j when expressed as a binary
number). In this work we present perturbative techniques for
implementing permutation-symmetric potentials with trans-
verse field driving. Importantly, the methods we present re-
quire only two-body interactions, and hence are potentially
achievable in superconducting circuits and atomic systems.
Furthermore, these perturbative methods only require second
order in perturbation theory, regardless of the number of
qubits. An efficient method for designing gadgets, such as the
example shown in Fig. 1, for permutation-symmetric poten-
tials has already been developed [8,31]. However, these papers
focused only on the mapping of classical problems to quantum
hardware. To solve the problem, a driver Hamiltonian must be
added, and this could spoil the performance of the gadgets.
In this work we analyze the perturbative behavior when a
transverse field driver Hamiltonian is also applied to these
gadgets for permutation-symmetric potentials, thereby deter-
mining their practical range of use for test beds benchmarking
quantum hardware.

For a review of adiabatic quantum computation, in-
cluding permutation-symmetric problems, see [32]. Other
permutation-symmetric problems include spikelike problems,
first studied by Farhi et al. [33], which can yield an exponen-
tial separation between the performance of adiabatic quantum
computing and simulated annealing [33,34]. The quantum
algorithm can approach a constant runtime independent of
the number of qubits [32,35], while the simulated annealing
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FIG. 1. Four-qubit example of the gadget coupling pattern, with
auxiliary qubits in blue (dark gray) and data qubits in red (light gray).
Couplings corresponding to Ja are blue (gray) and J in black.

runtime grows exponentially. It has been shown that the
dynamics of spikelike problems can be effectively captured
(at least in terms of the separation between exponential
and polynomial scaling) by the path-integral quantum Monte
Carlo, a classical simulation algorithm inspired by quantum
physics [36–38]. While these results make spike problems less
interesting from a computational perspective, they still contain
interesting many-body physics and may still provide useful
tests of how faithfully the underlying quantum dynamics is
reproduced in an experimental system.

Permutation-symmetric plateaulike problems have an en-
ergy landscape that becomes flat for a range of Hamming
weights. For these problems, adiabatic quantum computing is
polynomially faster than simulated annealing, but slower than
diabatic cascades based on rapid nonadiabatic quenches [39].
The underlying mechanism behind these cascades has been
shown to be grounded in semiclassical spin mechanics rather
than fundamentally quantum behavior [39]. However, it has
been demonstrated that diabatic cascades are only possible
with finely tuned parameters [40]. Less work has been done
on spike or plateau problems in the context of continuous-time
quantum walks; this will be explored elsewhere [41].

While an efficient experimental implementation of search
and other problems with permutation-symmetric representa-
tions could provide an effective experimental test bed, such
implementations are not aimed at providing practical quantum
algorithms, since the permutation-symmetric problems have
tractable classical algorithms. Indeed, it is the existence of
analytical and numerical solutions alongside the quantum
implementation that makes them suitable for test-bed appli-
cations.

Many techniques [42] exist to map complex classical
Hamiltonians to two-body terms (known as quadratization).
For this work, the mapping in [8,31] is ideal, because it can
realize any permutation-symmetric problem Hamiltonian and
has a high degree of symmetry. In principle, the superconduct-
ing flux circuit construction given in [31] could be used for the
gadgets proposed here. However, in practice, it is desirable
to have a less noisy implementation; we therefore propose
implementation in atomic systems in Sec. V. Another possible
implementation is a transmon interaction scheme similar to
the one proposed in [43].

Along with the variety of methods which exist to exactly
map classical Hamiltonians to two-body terms, there are also
perturbative gadgets which are known to map higher locality
quantum Hamiltonians to two-local quantum Hamiltonians
perturbatively [44–46]. While the Hamiltonian constructions
we propose here can be viewed as perturbative gadgets,

they differ significantly from the previous constructions and
have been designed to achieve different goals. Traditionally,
perturbative gadgets have focused on producing Pauli strings
(e.g.,

∏
i∈s Zi) with more than two nonidentity entries using

only two-body terms. In these constructions, the order of
perturbation theory required is equal to the number of non-
identity entries in the Pauli string. Realizing the permutation-
symmetric problems we propose in this paper directly, using
traditional perturbative gadgets, would require exponentially
many such gadgets, one for each Pauli string with more than
two Z terms. Our method, on the other hand, is specifically
designed to realize problems with a particular symmetry and
is realized at second order in perturbation theory regardless
of the size of the problem. Our methods are therefore highly
efficient special purpose perturbative gadgets, which cannot
be used for everything that traditional perturbative gadgets can
but can implement a specific important class of problems.

II. PERTURBATIVE IMPLEMENTATION

The gadgets proposed in [8,31] are based on symmetric
pairwise antiferromagnetic Ising couplings between a set of
data qubits and further antiferromagnetic couplings between
all data qubits and a set of auxiliary qubits. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1 for four data qubits. Ising field terms are applied
to each of the qubits to create a low-energy manifold where
the total number of qubits in the logical one state |1〉 is
equal to the number in the logical zero state |0〉. By placing
small additional field biases on the auxiliary qubits, arbitrary
permutation-symmetric problem Hamiltonians may be imple-
mented in the low-energy manifold.

The gadget Hamiltonian from [8,31] is

Ĥn = J
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=i+1

ẐiẐ j + h
n∑

i=1

Ẑi

+ Ja

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ẐiẐ j,a +
n∑

i=1

hi,aẐi,a, (1)

acting on n data qubits and n auxiliary qubits, where Ẑi is a
Pauli-z operator acting on the ith data qubit, Ẑi,a is a Pauli-z
operator acting on the ith auxiliary qubit, J is the strength
of symmetric two-body coupling between the data qubits, h
is a uniform field on the data qubits, Ja is the strength of
symmetric coupling between the auxiliary qubits and the data
qubits, and ha,i is the field on the ith auxiliary qubit. To
realize the gadget, we set Ja = J , h = −Ja + q0, and hi,a =
−Ja(2i − n) + q0, where q0 is an arbitrary positive field or
coupling strength.

The form of hi,a ensures that the auxiliary qubits are
ordered such that if one auxiliary qubit is in state |1〉, then
in the low-energy manifold, all auxiliary qubits with a lower
index are also in state |1〉. Together, these two conditions
ensure that for each state of the data qubits, there is exactly
one state of the auxiliary qubits which puts the total system
into the low-energy manifold. When the Hamming weight of
the data qubits is increased (decreased) by one, exactly one
auxiliary qubit must be flipped from 1 to 0 (0 to 1) to remain
in the low-energy manifold. In this work, we set q0 = 1

2J , the
middle of the allowed range of q0 values [8,31].
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We can implement a symmetric problem Hamiltonian by
assigning an extra field bias exclusively to the low-energy
state with a particular Hamming weight. An energy shift of
strength 2b can be accomplished by placing a −b field on
auxiliary qubit i and a +b field on qubit i + 1 (or placing no
field in the special case where i = n).

Mathematically, we define the Hamiltonian for these ex-
tra biases Ĥpot = ∑n

i=1 ziẐa,i, where, to implement a bias of
strength bi on qubit i, we set

zi =
n∑

k=0

bi ×
{

δk,i+1 − δk,i, i �= n

−δk,i, i = n.
(2)

Combining the two parts, Ĥgadg = Ĥn + ηĤpot, where Ĥn in
Eq. (1) creates the degenerate low-energy manifold in which
the auxiliary qubits count the Hamming weight of the data
qubits and ηĤpot consists of the fields on the auxiliary qubits
which create the biases that define the permutation-symmetric
problem. To produce a sufficiently large separation between
the low-energy manifold and higher-energy states requires
η � 1.

III. TRANSVERSE FIELD DRIVER

We now consider what happens when we add a weak
transverse field to the gadget Hamiltonian. Such transverse
driving fields are usually uniform, but it will be useful to allow
the transverse field strengths for the data and auxiliary qubits
to be different. The Hamiltonian for the transverse fields is
thus

Ĥtrans = −γd

n∑
i=1

X̂i − γa

n∑
i=1

X̂i,a, (3)

where X̂ is a Pauli-x operator on the specified qubit, γd
and γa set the strength of the transverse fields for the data
and auxiliary qubits, respectively, and the minus signs are a
mathematical convenience. Setting γd , γa � J , we consider
the perturbative effect of this Hamiltonian on the gadget. The
action of the transverse field is to flip single qubits. Since there
is no way to flip a single data or auxiliary qubit and remain in
the low-energy manifold, Ĥtrans has no effect at first order in
perturbation theory.

At second order in perturbation theory, we see that there are
three possible processes which are relevant. The first process
is for one data qubit to flip from 0 to 1 (1 to 0) and an
auxiliary qubit to flip from 1 to 0 (0 to 1) in a way which
leaves the final state in the low-energy manifold. This process
effectively maps a qubit system to the low-energy manifold,
with transition amplitudes proportional to γdγa. In the second
process, a qubit can be flipped twice, returning to the same
state, which will lead to fluctuation corrections to the energy.
These corrections themselves will be permutation symmetric,
so they can be corrected by applying appropriate bias fields
to the auxiliary qubits. The third process is for one data qubit
to flip from 1 to 0 and another to flip from 0 to 1, leaving
the Hamming weight of the data qubits unchanged. Since the
amplitude for this process is proportional to γ 2

d , it can be
suppressed by making γd � γa.

The state space of the qubits forms a hypercube of dimen-
sion 2n. Transitions at second order in perturbation theory

00|11

01|10

10|10 11|00

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Action of the perturbative Hamiltonians on the total
solution spaces for (a) four qubits and (b) six qubits. States are
labeled as data qubits|auxiliary qubits. Transitions between states
with different logical Hamming weights are drawn as dashed red
lines, with the traversed faces colored yellow. Transitions between
states with the same logical Hamming weight are drawn as black
dashed lines (closer dashes) with the traversed faces colored green.
The transitions between logical Hamming weight two states have
been omitted from (b) for visual clarity.

correspond to diagonally traversing a face of this hypercube.
Effectively, this perturbative mapping is embedding a hyper-
cube (the space described by the low-energy manifold) onto
the the faces of a hypercube of twice the dimension (the
total state space of all of the qubits). Figure 2 depicts a two-
dimensional projection of this embedding for two [Fig. 2(a)]
and three [Fig. 2(b)] data qubits. For two data qubits, a
two-dimensional hypercube (a square) is embedded in a four-
dimensional hypercube (a tesseract); the square is formed
by the dashed lines which connect 00|11 to 10|10 to 11|00
to 01|10 and finally back to 00|11. For three data qubits, a
three-dimensional hypercube (a cube) is embedded in a six-
dimensional hypercube. Transitions between qubits with the
logical Hamming weight one are also depicted in this figure.
For two data qubits, a J (2, 1) Johnson graph (the line segment
connecting 10|10 and 01|10) is embedded in the hypercube,
and for three data qubits, a J (3, 1) Johnson graph (a triangle)
is embedded in the hypercube.

To define the perturbative mapping mathematically, we
construct an effective Hamiltonian which describes the action
of the Hamiltonian at second order in perturbation theory.
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We apply the standard textbook definition of second-order
perturbation theory (see, e.g., [47]) as well as considering the
classical energies of each state in the low-energy manifold.
Working in the computational basis, with |r〉 and |s〉 basis
states in the low-energy manifold, the effective Hamiltonian
is

〈r|Ĥeff |s〉 =
∑
q

〈r|Ĥtrans|q〉〈q|Ĥtrans|s〉
Er − Eq

+Erδ|〈r|s〉|,1 + O(γa|dγa|dη), (4)

where Er is the energy of state |r〉 and the sum over q is
over all computational basis states. To determine this effective
Hamiltonian, we consider different possible cases for |r〉 and
|s〉. We define the logical Hamming weight |r|, which is
the number of data qubits in the one state, and the logical
Hamming distanceD(r, s), which is the number of data qubits
on which |r〉 and |s〉 differ. The first case we consider is
D(r, s) > 2. In this case there is no way to transform between
|r〉 and |s〉 by only two bit flips and therefore 〈r|Ĥeff |s〉 = 0.
The next case we consider isD(r, s) = 1 and |r| − |s| = 1. In
this case there will always be exactly two sets of flips to go
between |r〉 and |s〉, either to first flip a data qubit and then
flip an auxiliary qubit, or to flip the auxiliary qubit first and
then the data qubit. Geometrically, these correspond to the two
ways to get from one corner of a square face of the hypercube
to the other. From the form of the gadget Hamiltonian given
in Eq. (1) there are two possibilities for the intermediate
energies. The intermediate energy will be either Er − Eq =
−J + O(η), if one more of the data qubits is in the 0 state than
the auxiliary qubits indicate, or Er − Eq = −3J + O(η), if
one too many is in the 1 state. Fortunately, for every transition
there is one path through each energy manifold

〈r|Ĥeff |s〉 = −4
γdγa

3J
+ O(γdγaη). (5)

These are the terms which form a hypercube on the data
space. By construction, the transition terms work out to all be
the same to leading order, since the strength of the penalty
depends on only the number by which the auxiliary qubits
“miscount” rather than the count itself.

Next we consider the case D(|r〉, |s〉) = 2 and |(|r| −
|s|)| = 0. There will again be two possible ways to transform
between the two states, corresponding to the order of the qubit
flips. In this case

〈r|Ĥeff |s〉 = −4
γ 2
d

3J
+ O(γdγaη). (6)

The final case we need to consider is D(r, s) = 0, when
|r〉 = |s〉, which corresponds to fluctuation corrections to the
energy. Because these fluctuations correspond to flipping any
of the 2n qubits and then flipping the same qubit back, these
will not reduce to one or two simple terms. Fortunately, due
to symmetry, they will be the same for states with the same
logical Hamming weight. Substituting in Eq. (4), we define
the fluctuation terms

F[|r|] = 〈r|Ĥeff |r〉 − Er

=
∑
q

〈r′|Ĥtrans|q〉〈q|Ĥtrans|r′〉
Er′ − Ed

+ O(γd|aγd|aη), (7)

where |r′〉 is a logical state where the first |r| data qubits are
one and the rest are zero. This definition in terms of |r′〉 is
chosen to emphasize the symmetry between states with the
same Hamming weight. Combining all of these terms, we
obtain the following formula for the matrix elements of Ĥeff :

〈r|Ĥeff |s〉 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−4 γdγa
3J for D(r, s) = 1, |r| − |s| = ±1

−4 γ 2
d
3J for D(r, s) = 2, |r| − |s| = 0

F[|r|] + Er for r = s

0 otherwise

+O(γxγyη). (8)

This effective Hamiltonian contains two types of unwanted
terms: the fluctuation terms just analyzed and terms which
cause transitions which preserve the logical Hamming weight.
The latter can be suppressed by choosing γd � γa, while
the fluctuations lead to a permutation-symmetric energy shift
which is analytically tractable. To eliminate the effect of the
fluctuations, we add Ĥcorr, an additional bias on the auxiliary
qubits. The total Hamiltonian for simulating the permutation-
symmetric gadget is thus Ĥsym = Ĥn + Ĥtrans + Ĥcorr + ηĤpot.
For γd � γa, we have Ĥcorr = ∑n

i=1 ziẐa,i, where

zi = −
n∑

k=0

F[k] ×
{

δk,i+1 − δk,i, i �= n

−δk,i, i = n,
(9)

with F[k] given by Eq. (7).
If instead we have γd ≈ γa, terms which hop between states

of the same logical Hamming weight cannot be ignored. Since
J is positive and the Hamiltonian is permutation symmetric,
the additional Hamiltonian terms which these create for each
Hamming weight must have as ground states the so-called
Dicke states, defined as

|Dn,k〉 = 1√(n
k

) ∑
|r|=k

|r〉, (10)

where {|r〉} are the set of states in the low-energy manifold and
n is the total number of qubits. Due to their symmetry, closed
quantum systems initialized in a permutation-symmetric state
will remain in the manifold of Dicke states for all time.
Therefore, if decoherence is negligible, the hopping terms
between states of the same Hamming weight can be compen-
sated by appropriately modifying Ĥcorr to compensate for the
additional energy shifts on the Dicke states which these terms
introduce. The correction terms then take the form

zi =−
n∑

k=0

[
F[k] + 4

γ 2
d

3J
k(n − k)

]
×

{
δk,i+1 − δk,i, i �= n

−δk,i, i = n.

(11)

Geometrically, the extra terms terms correspond to hopping
on Johnson graphs embedded on the faces of the hypercube,
as depicted for the four- and six-dimensional hypercubes in
Fig. 2. If decoherence plays a significant role in the dynamics,
then states outside the manifold of Dicke states may be
populated; hence γd � γa is required for the mapping to be
reliable with decoherence.

An astute reader may be concerned that the addition of
the correction Hamiltonian Ĥcorr could change the original
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Success probability versus time rescaled by the gap
for a quantum walk on a gadget which realizes a six-qubit quantum
search on a hypercube. Here Jη−1 spans 20 linearly spaced values
from 5 (blue) to 100 (black); the red dashed line shows the exact
search Hamiltonian. (b) Success probability at t = �

π
for different

values of Jη−1 and different numbers of qubits: two qubits, red
circles; three qubits, blue triangles; four qubits, magenta squares;
five qubits, green pentagons; and six qubits, black hexagons. The
corresponding dashed lines show the exact Hamiltonian.

perturbative analysis and make the original assumptions no
longer valid. However, this is not a concern since all of the

correction terms are proportional to γ 2
d
J or γdγa

J , and therefore
further corrections due to shifts caused by Ĥcorr will be of the
order ( γd

J )
2 and therefore small compared to Ĥeff , which is

composed of terms of order γd
J .

IV. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Now that we have explained the mathematics behind our
perturbative encoding, it remains to numerically determine
the parameter values for which these gadgets work well in
practice. Figure 3(a) shows the results of an encoded quantum
walk search on six data qubits for different values of η. To
achieve a search Hamiltonian, we set Hpot = −Ẑ1,a + Ẑ2,a.
For this example, we choose J = γ ′, γd = γa = ηγ ′, and
q0 = 1

2γ
′, where

γ ′ = γ

√
n

|〈Dn,0|Ĥeff |Dn,1〉|
(12)

and γ is the optimal value for a quantum walk search on a
hypercube [22,23]. Based on these parameter settings, Ĥcorr is
uniquely defined by Eq. (8). We scale the runtime by �, the
gap between the ground and first excited states, thus allowing
comparisons on the same plot for different values of η. We
compare these results to the behavior of the exact search
Hamiltonian and see that as η → 0, the dynamics approaches
that of an ideal system, as predicted by perturbation theory. If
η is chosen to be too large, then the performance is degraded
as the system no longer faithfully reproduces the permutation-
symmetric system.

Figure 3(b) shows the peak (t = π
�
) success probability of

the quantum walk search versus η−1J for search gadgets of
different sizes. As the value of η becomes smaller, these peaks

all approach the peak probability values obtained by the exact
search Hamiltonian.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we propose a potential practical implemen-
tation of the scheme outlined in this paper. While there are
many potential platforms which could be used to implement
the necessary interactions, we have chosen Rydberg atoms
[48,49] as they are one of the few platforms for quantum
information processing that offer the flexibility of fully three-
dimensional geometries [50]. Although the fidelity is lower
than other systems, such as ions and superconducting qubits,
recently there has been rapid progress in, for example, entan-
glement protocols [51,52] and creating optical tweezer arrays
using species such as strontium [53,54] and ytterbium [55].
Particularly attractive for the encoding scheme proposed here
is the possibility of all-to-all connectivity in three dimensions,
the ability to exploit the angular dependence of the dipole-
dipole couplings [48,50].

While the native interactions of the Rydberg systems we
consider are conditional (also known as controlled) phase
shifts, not Ising interactions, controlled phase interactions can
be mapped to effective Ising interactions based on the fol-
lowing observation. The conditional phase-shift Hamiltonian
shifts the phase if and only if both qubits are in the |1〉 state

U (1,2)
cond phase(φ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 e−iφ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

= exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −iφ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

= exp(−iφĈ1Ĉ2), (13)

where Ĉi = 1
2 (1 − Ẑi ). Using some simple algebra, we ob-

serve that Ẑi = 1 − 2Ci and therefore an Ising interaction can
be implemented as ZiZ j = 4ĈiĈ j − 2(Ĉi + Ĉ j ) + 1. Hence,
the exponentiation of the operator can be implemented by

exp(−iφZiZ j ) → U (i, j)
cond phase(φ) exp[iφ(Zi + Zj )] (14)

up to an irrelevant global phase. This mapping corresponds
exactly to the mapping of optimization problems from
quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (see [56]) form
to expression as an Ising model. Translation between these
two models is quite common in the context of quantum
annealing [57].

Our proposed coding scheme is based on two species but
could also be implemented using multiple hyperfine states in a
single species. We choose cesium and strontium, as both have
been used in recent Rydberg experiments (see, e.g., [52,58],
respectively). The data (red) and auxiliary (blue) qubits of
Fig. 1 are encoded in Sr and Cs atoms, respectively, as shown
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FIG. 4. (a) Illustration of a possible gadget level scheme. The
data (red) and auxiliary (blue) qubits of Fig. 1 are encoded in Sr and
Cs atoms, respectively. The couplings between qubits are engineered
via UV excitation of Rydberg states and microwave couplings (see,
e.g., [59]). (b) Front view of the geometrical arrangement of the
data and auxiliary qubits. The angular dependence of np Rydberg
states of Cs allows us to employ a magic-angle arrangement (where
3 cos2 θ = 1) to suppress the interaction between the auxiliary qubits
as required. (c) Side view. The protocol can be scaled either by
adding additional copies of (b) along the magic-angle diagonal or,
as shown here, by adding additional planes of atoms at a separation
where the interaction between the auxiliary qubits is insufficient to
perturb the operation of the gadget.

in Fig. 4. The couplings between qubits are engineered via
UV excitation of Rydberg states and microwave couplings
between Rydberg states. The interaction between |n′s〉 and
|np〉 Rydberg states is of a resonant dipole-dipole type with
a strength proportional to one over distance cubed and an an-
gular dependence 3 cos2 θ − 1 [49]. The interaction between
atoms in the |np〉 Rydberg states also has a similar angular
dependence. Therefore, if the blue atoms are positioned at
the magic angle (where 3 cos2 θ = 1) relative to the dipole
axis they only interact weakly, as required for the protocol
[see Fig. 4(b)]; however, they still have strong interactions
with the red data atoms. To scale up to a large structure we
can repeat the arrangement shown in Fig. 4(b) in adjacent
places with an interplane distance sufficiently large that the
van der Waals interactions between blue atoms in adjacent
planes are below the required tolerance. All qubits not at
the magic angle interact strongly, and if they are positioned
within one blockade volume then it is possible to make all the
interactions of equal strength. While slightly more complex,
and not implementing the same type of Hamiltonian, our
proposed methods are very much in the spirit of the recent
experimental techniques successfully demonstrated in [60].

VI. DISCUSSION

Permutation-symmetric problem Hamiltonians have pre-
viously been considered a theorist’s tool, useful for proof-
of-principle calculations, but only experimentally achievable
on a very small number of qubits. In this paper we have
shown that such Hamiltonians can be realized using only
one- and two-body Ising terms and a hypercube (transverse
field) driver Hamiltonian, at a cost of just twice the number
of qubits. Moreover, the Hamiltonian is always realized at
second order in perturbation theory, regardless of size. As an
example, we have outlined a way in which such gadgets can be
experimentally implemented in two-species Rydberg atomic
systems.

Our work opens up the possibility of using permutation-
symmetric problems as test-bed algorithms for benchmark-
ing quantum computing hardware. Permutation-symmetric
problems can be understood conceptually in terms of one-
dimensional potentials and can readily be simulated numeri-
cally for thousands of qubits in the symmetric subspace. Note
that the efficient analytical and numerical methods require
knowledge of the basis in which the problem is permutation
symmetric. In the unstructured search problem, for instance,
this is equivalent to knowing the solution to the problem up
to bit inversion. The ease of simulation does not imply that
these are computationally easy problems without this extra
information. A quantum search is extremely sensitive to the
setting of the parameters [22,23] and may be more difficult to
implement experimentally than other permutation-symmetric
problem Hamiltonians, such as the spike problems discussed
in [33–38]. While spike problems cannot yield a full quan-
tum speedup, experimental implementations could provide a
powerful tool for understanding the physics of large quantum
superpositions in a computational setting. Our perturbative
gadgets provide a method to implement a wide range of
permutation-symmetric problems on large quantum systems,
providing a powerful tool to experimentally probe the un-
derlying physics of adiabatic quantum computing, quantum
annealing, and quantum walks, as well as a method for bench-
marks of, and comparisons between, different hardware.
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